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What we are looking for? 

 Race Engineer to run International GT Open and GT World Challenge 

Endurance incl. all official tests 

Which personal skills do you bring? 

 English skills of level C1 

o German skills are good but not required 

 Several years of experience in GT3 racing 

o Experience with the Mercedes AMG GT3 are good but not required 

 Teamplayer 

 You can lead, motivate and organize your team 

Which technical skills do you bring? 

 Technical education in form of a technical degree in mechanical engineering or 

similar 

 Advanced skills with HH timing 

 You are familiar with different technical and sporting regulations of different race 

series 

 Advanced skills in vehicle dynamics, race car setups not only in theory but 

practically as well 

 Familiar with Bosch Systems (RaceCon, WinDarab) 

o It is not required but you must bring experience with any data aquisition 

system 
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What do we offer? 

 Toolkits 

o HH Data Management 

 Advanced and developed based on our needs 

 KPI analysis, inventories for tyre and brake management, 

pressure calculation, automated data feed 

o GetSpeed Race Tool 

 Standalone program to generate automated reports based on 

data input from HH Data Management 

o HH Timing 

 Strategy Software to support you with race management and 

strategy decisions 

o Exchange Drive 

 All race events are cloud based stored which offers the event 

preperation, trackside operation and post event processing all in 

on place 

 Engineering Workshop 

o You will get a workshop to introduce all tools and the processes to you 

 Organized team structure, hirachie and race events 

 Reliable and state of the art tools 

 Professional working environment 

What do we expect? 

 You run a car for a full season in the series 

 Mercedes AMG exclusive 

 Event preperation and post event reporting in a given timeframe 

 You are reliable and you look for a medium term partnership 

 


